Back the Night

To **EVERYONE** who auditioned – THANK YOU!!!! I was so inspired to see so many talented people! I was only saddened by the fact that it was impossible to cast ALL of you! Please know that even if you aren’t cast in this show, your participation in future shows, projects, and classes is deeply valued. My office door is always open to you should you want to discuss additional opportunities to be involved in THEATRE at Davidson. You are all WONDERFUL, CREATIVE, and TALENTED!!!

**Cast List**

Em
Cassie
Brandon
Sean/Sam
The Senator
Officer Sam/President
Doctor/Reporter
Dean/Reporter

Meg Houck
Niara Webb
James Shakow
Sam Bock
Olivia Conley
Nathan Salley
Isabelle Saba
Spencer Hawkins

Assistant to the director: Manon Borderie

PLEASE NOTE: Cast members, immediately reserve **1pm-5pm for all Sundays** between September 29th and showtime – you may not be called on all of those days, but we will use those for all-cast rehearsals and run-throughs when we are ready.

ALSO: Block off Monday-Wednesday, Sept 23rd-25th (unless you indicated a conflict on your audition sheet) 6:30-9:30 – we will use 2 of these days for our first read-through. Lastly, put a hold on the 6:30-9:30 timeslot (other than conflicts already declared on your forms) Mon-Thurs. I will have a rehearsal schedule prepared for you on September 23. We won’t use all of these times, of course, but as I prepare a comprehensive rehearsal schedule (in consultation with your declared schedules) I can’t have too many additions or changes.